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Flexible, fair, featured, forceful

Aids to Conceptualization
Facets is designed for number-crunching, but it
does include some visual aids. The “rulers”
show how the measures lay out up the variable.
This enables judge leniencies, examinee
abilities, and item easiness to be compared with
each other, and with the rating scale. Also
displayed are numerical bar charts of the
counts, scores measures and fit statistics for
each element (person, etc.) of each facet
(examinees, etc.)
Output Tables & Plots
Output Tables and Bias analyses can be
produced at estimation time. This can be done
in “silent” batch mode. Reports can be
customized in an interactive phase. For large
analyses, it can be easier to look at a single
output table, than to scroll through voluminous
standard output.
Output Files
Output files in several formats giving complete
information about measures and responses..
Additional DIF/Bias analyses can be
performed. Simulated data can be produced.
Facets specification and data files can be
converted into Winsteps control and data files.
Unexpected Data Points Identified
Garbage in - Garbage out! Quality-control is
central to Facets philosophy. Valid results
require valid data. Data entry errors, erratic
judges, mis-specified rating scales, deficient
experimental designs .... Facets identifies
suspected problems for investigation, but
always produces results.
Bias analysis - Differential Item Function
Interactions of any facet with any other
measurement or demographic facet can be
investigated and automatically plotted with
Excel. Comprehensive Help file with examples.
Free downloadable Manual in PDF format.
Student/evaluation versions downloadable free
from www.winsteps.com
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Constructs Measures from Awkward Data
Facets is for tough applications of measurement
construction from complex ordinal data involving
heterogeneous combinations of examinees, items,
tasks, judges, etc. along with further
measurement and structural facets. Over 90%
missing data - no problem. Up to 1 million
examinees etc. Data in Excel or text files. Facets
is used for analyzing educational, medical and
psychological assessments, also for staff
evaluations, public speaking, artistic and sports
competitions, consumer preferences and more ....
One or More Item Formats in One Analysis
Facets is designed to handle flexibly
combinations of items of different formats in one
analysis. Item types include dichotomies, rating
scales with up to 255 categories, partial credit
items, Poisson counts and Bernoulli trials. Full
reporting of item structures includes category
probability curves, expected and empirical item
characteristic curves (ICCs) and information
functions.
Multiple Measurement Models in an Analysis
Multiple different measurement models in the
same analysis, including paired-comparisons,
rank- order, rating scales, partial credit and
dichotomizations involving from 1 to 255 facets.
Unjudged multiple-choice items can be combined
with judge-awarded essay ratings (weighted, if
desired) to construct linear measures. Measures
adjusted for judge leniency, task difficulty, etc.
Measures, Quality-Control Fit Statistics
Linear measures, standard errors, quality-control
fit statistics (Infit, Outfit), point-biserials, and
item discrimination estimates are reported. Also
summary reliability and agreement statistics.
Measures can be fixed (anchored) individually or
by group mean, for equating and linking across
test sessions. The “observed average” shows the
average rating for an element (person, item,
judge, etc.). The “fair average” adjusts that for
the context - leveling the playing-field.
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